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ATTACHING NETS TO POLES - A NEw METHOD 
By Frank P. Frazier 

It has always seemed to me that the various methods of attaching 
nets to poles presented a variety of difficulties, particularly when 
stringing nets in line in a aeries of 2 or more. If hooks on the poles 
are used, the netting catches on the hooks. If circular rubber bands are 
used between the loop and the pole, loops for the middle pole have to be 
carefully interlaced .or errors in spacing the trammel lines crop up -
using up valuable time and energy (and fraying the patience ot at least 
one net opera.tori ) If the loops are secured to the poles with string, 
the netting catches in t he \mots. 

A simple and inexpensive solution is to use snaps (8 for 29¢) which 
may be .fastened to the ends ot a strlp ot inner tube with snap fastener 
pliers (97¢ ) . The str1ps of inner tube may be any length desired -- ½" 
width of the strip is ample. Fastenl.ng the snaps to the strips takes 
little time. snaps and snap fastener pliers may be purchased at any 
5 & 10 type store or d'ipartment store. Be sure, however, to buy snaps 
that are marked "Rust-Proof and Laundry-Proof". 
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I have used this method both at my home bandi.ng station and at I sl 
Beach Opera tion Recovery. (Others also tried it out suocesstu1ly at IBO 
Experience shows that much time is saved putting up a line of net,. nett 
does not ca tch no matter how the wind blows, tension of traminel lines is 
easily adju sted, repair of a broken trammel is made less arduous. 
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Even though I had never worked 
at an Operation Recovery station 
bef'ore. this year I decided to 
take the plunge and establish an 
O.R. station at my home. Other 
handers who, for one reason or 
another. are unable to partici
pate at one of the larger O.R. 
stations might also find it 
wortmihile to start an O.R. 
station in their own areas. 

Although the average bander is 
not likely to catch rarities 
such as those netted at Island 
Beach. there are still some ad
vantages of banding at the home 
station. There is little or no 
traveling involved. no expensive 
motel bills to pay, and tasty 
nourishing meals can be eaten' 
at home without the extra expense 
of eating in a restaurant or 
the indigestion that goes with 
the coffee and doughnuts on-the
run routine. 




